ARTICLE XII. REMOVAL FOR CAUSE

Any elected ICHP Officer, Affiliate Officer, Division or Regional Director, or other representative of ICHP may be removed from their position as a result of significant neglect of responsibilities, an act or actions detrimental to the Council, a breach of confidentiality or changing their residence or primary pharmacy employment site outside Illinois. The removal shall be determined by a simple majority vote of the members voting within the category of membership who elected the Board member in question during a special election. Prior to any special election, the elected Board member in question will be notified of the concerns, may respond to those concerns and/or be given the option of resignation.

Any appointed ICHP Board Member or other representative of ICHP may be removed from their position as a result of significant neglect of responsibilities, an act or actions detrimental to the Council, a breach of confidentiality or changing their residence or primary employment site outside of Illinois. The removal shall be determined by a two-thirds vote of the Board of Directors present at a regularly scheduled or special official Board meeting. Prior to any vote by the Board of Directors, the appointed Board member in question will be notified of the concerns, may respond to those concerns and/or be given the option of resignation.